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I. Introduction
Before taking part in this year’s Restorative Justice and Healing class, my knowledge of
racial injustice in society remained surface level at best. I acknowledged racial injustice existed
yet had no ideas on how to combat it. The killing of George Floyd brought the already ever-present
issue of racial injustice to a nationwide scale, prompting protests and dramatic acts of violence in
response. But despite being under curfew, with helicopters flying overhead, I still felt stuck, not
understanding the root causes or possible solutions.
Calls were made to defund the police. But despite my awareness of the injustice that
permeated throughout society, especially in the criminal justice system, the idea of defunding the
police, a force that provided a sense of security throughout my life, seemed wrong, if not altogether
dangerous. Retribution and deterrence—the hallmarks of the American Justice system—made
sense. Society determined an act is wrong; if you commit the act, society punishes you. The
punishment should help deter the societally disapproved action. Retribution and deterrence aren’t
pleasant—but that’s the point.
In contrast, Restorative Justice seemed too extreme. I struggled to answer multiple
Restorative Justice-related questions: would the Restorative Justice process resolve harm created
by the act? Is the process enough of a deterrent to dissuade individuals from committing the act?
What happens if the Restorative Justice process fails and society comes to doubt its effectiveness?
As we explored Restorative Justice throughout class, the source of my ideological
roadblock became clearer. Prior to this course, I viewed Restorative Justice as an all-or-nothing
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approach, seeking to replace the American criminal justice system as we know it. However, an allencompassing overthrow of a racially unfair criminal justice system seemed unfathomable. If we
upended the criminal justice system, anarchy would reign supreme, and the comfort and safety of
our homes would be no more. But once I looked at Restorative Justice not solely as an alternative
to the criminal justice system—but as a complementary piece of it—its potential impact became
astoundingly clear.
In this short reflection, rather than focusing on Restorative Justice’s impact on the entirety
of the criminal justice system, I will focus on one aspect of crime: drug-related offenses. The
addictive factors of opioids, meth, and crack cocaine do not care about race. But that’s not what
prison statistics will tell you.1 Decades of racially driven laws and the ideological effect they had
on society have driven disproportionate amounts of minorities to prison. Yet, the idea of retribution
and deterrence failed to stem the dramatic increase in drug-related issues.2 Restorative Justice,
however, could play a crucial part in changing society’s viewpoints on drug addiction and the
current criminalization practices surrounding drug use.
II. A Brief History of the War on Drugs
Two types of punishment permeate throughout the American criminal justice system:
retribution—”the theory that punishment is justified because it is deserved”3, and deterrence—the
idea that “people are deterred from actions when they refrain from carrying them out because they
have an aversion to the possible consequences of those actions.”4 These types of criminal
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punishment perpetuate a system of racial injustice in society. Federal and state drug laws show
racial injustice in full effect, often alienating minority drug users.
The alienation approach found its foothold during the Nixon presidency where, despite
calls to provide therapy for drug addicts, the administration decided to frame drug users as
“criminals attacking the moral fiber of the nation, people who deserved only incarceration and
punishment.”5 Nixon’s law and order approach created two sides of America. One consisted of the
white middle and upper class, largely isolated from the inner-city drug violence.6 The other
consisted largely of minorities living in the inner cities being ravaged by drug-related violence.7
Sometimes, Congress blatantly acknowledged a primary purpose of racially charged drug laws:
preventing drugs from entering America’s picturesque white suburban society.8
The post-1970s law and order America9 has disproportionately affected minorities. Since
the advent of the War on Drugs, Black and Latino incarceration rates rose dramatically while the
white incarceration rate grew at a much slower pace.10 With drug use came rampant violence,
providing further support for harsh drug sentences.11 Minorites faced the brunt of the harsh
sentences, frequently facing life imprisonment. But, for the minorities fortunate to be released, the
outside world provided little hope—especially for addicts.
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Support systems for addicts are virtually non-existent.12 They are left to fight through the
barriers society puts in place while simultaneously fighting a debilitating addiction. Society
subjects released individuals to a legal form of discrimination, a felony charge affects their ability
to get housing, employment, and education.13 Formerly incarcerated minorities—already outsiders
because of the color of their skin—are increasingly isolated because of the limited opportunities
available to them post-release.
Society views criminals as outsiders. The problem is they are anything but that. 98 percent
of people in jail reenter society.14 These outsiders are our neighbors and coworkers. Yet, the current
criminal justice system, and often communities altogether, ignore them—until they commit
another crime.15
III. How Restorative Justice Can Help
A Restorative Justice approach, connecting the community, victims, and offenders, while
also providing a support system for drug addicts, provides a solution to attack one aspect of
society’s racial injustice. Restorative Justice-focused conversations can be used as a jumping point
to drive change that combats deep-rooted systemic racism. Crixell Shell and Coming to the Table
provide a four-point framework16 that showcases how Restorative Justice can attack the 50 years
of racial harm caused by the War on Drugs.
i. Uncovering History
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The history of racially charged drug laws provided above is a mere CliffsNotes version of
America’s discriminatory laws. But multiple questions must be answered to understand how
minorities became so affected by these laws: How did America’s inner-cities, once booming and
bustling, become crime-ridden and drug-filled? As white Americans left the inner city for newly
constructed suburbs, why were minorities left to the neglected and crumbling metropolitan areas?
Drug laws themselves don’t provide the answers but discussing a history of racially charged laws
provides a glimpse of the two-sided America.17
“Understanding [h]istory properly requires that we learn from it.”18 Restorative Justice
circles, and their innate ability to facilitate deep and meaningful discussion, help uncover and
illuminate this history for individuals who do not understand the impact these laws have on
minority Americans. As noted in Bryan Stevenson’s Just Mercy, “It’s . . . important to understand
where we’re coming from.”19 Using Restorative Justice to uncover a potentially unknown history
helps level the playing field between offenders, community members, and victims. Once everyone
is talking with a deeper understanding of the uneven landscape that drug-related offenders face,
the connecting and healing process can be facilitated in a much more meaningful way.
ii. Making Connections
“Sharing stories helps us connect, identify common ground and learn about things that have
been entirely outside of our experiences.”20 In Just Mercy, Mr. Stevenson highlights the power of
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finding common ground, recounting a particularly jarring prison encounter. While visiting a client,
a prison guard approached Mr. Stevenson, and following a round of questions, directed Mr.
Stevenson to go well beyond the requirements for legal visits: “You’re going to go into the
bathroom and take everything off if you expect to get into my prison.”21 Mr. Stevenson complied,
stripping down for a full body search.22 After continued provocation, the guard allowed Mr.
Stevenson to see his client.23
One would expect a repeat of this horrific experience upon Mr. Stevenson’s next visit. But
the unexpected happened. The guard greeted Mr. Stevenson with cordiality and something
completely unanticipated: a welcoming demeanor.24 Storytelling led this prison guard to a change
of heart. Once the guard heard the testimony of Mr. Stevenson’s client, describing a rough
childhood bouncing around the foster care system, an instant, and unexpected, connection formed
between the client and the guard. Why? Because the prison guard himself had gone through the
foster care system.25 The guard’s subsequent conversation with Mr. Stevenson highlighted the
power of connections and finding common ground: “I didn’t think anybody had it as bad as me . .
. But listening to what you was saying about [the client] made me realize that there were other
people who had it as bad as I did.” The guard, the client, and Mr. Stevenson found their common
ground, and all it took was a story.
Similarly, John Jackson, and the healing circle supporting him, found common ground in
helping Mr. Jackson achieve his goal of sharing his story through public speaking.26 The common
ground provides benefits to Mr. Jackson and the community: (1) it enables Mr. Jackson to hone
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his craft, and (2) it showcases the pain and suffering caused by drug addiction and a society that
focuses on punishment instead of healing.27
Finding common ground is key to understanding that offenders are not outsiders but our
neighbors, family members, and friends. Storytelling builds toward finding this common ground.
Victims, community members, and offenders often have much more in common than initially
anticipated. Drug offenders are no different. They have dreams, ambitions, and life goals that drug
use and a criminal justice system that imposes harsh sentences prevented them from achieving.
Making these connections will help facilitate the next two integral steps of Restorative Justice:
working towards healing and taking action.
iii. Working Towards Healing
Restorative Justice takes a unique focus on healing the harm perpetrated by the offender
against the victim and community. But, when using Restorative Justice in a drug-offense context,
the harm-healing must be broader, including the harm caused by America’s history of
discriminatory drug laws.
By creating achievement ceilings for offenders, drug laws perpetuate the harm done to
communities. Offenders face barriers to jobs, housing, and education. And with nowhere left to
turn, offenders go back to the only steady stream of income known to them—selling drugs.28 By
not providing avenues to exit this trade, the drug laws continue to harm the communities they
intended to protect. While the community must be healed, offenders must be healed too. Working
towards healing can naturally start with storytelling. Restorative Justice circles help facilitate
storytelling, focusing the conversations on healing the harm caused by the offender and the harm
the community (and society as a whole) caused to the offender.
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iv. Taking Action
The previous steps prove to be ineffective if the causes of harm are not addressed. As noted
in Restorative Justice in the Catholic Church, Restorative Justice allows all participants to
“explore, practice, and adjust to a better version of yourself.”29 When it comes to racial injustice
and its effects on drug laws in the United States, Restorative Justice not only provides an
opportunity for offenders to become a “better version of themselves,” but perhaps more
importantly, it provides the opportunity for the betterment of the community.
But complacency prevents any hope in finding this better self. Any Restorative Justice
circle that focuses on drug offenses and racial injustice must come away with action points. These
can be local, such as police refusing to enforce antiquated drug laws; statewide, such as enacting
legislation that instead of punishing drug use helps combat the disease30; or nationwide, by
enacting a dramatic change to how America treats drug offenses.31
IV. Conclusion
Regardless of the approach, using a Restorative Justice framework to understand history,
make connections, heal the harm, and take action can lead to a seismic shift away from the racially
discriminatory drug laws of America’s past and present. Even with the official War on Drugs
coming to a close32, the disproportionate harm caused will continue to have lasting effects. A
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community-led Restorative Justice effort mitigates these effects and provides a path to a brighter
future focused on healing, not hurting.
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